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Cycling Strategy

• Cycling Strategy 2000

– ‘co-ordinated approach to increasing cycle use’

– ‘establish a pro-cycling culture’

– ‘a significant commitment to cycling ...’

– ‘cycling seen as a safe, healthy, flexible, 

inexpensive and sociable means of travel’

– ‘a reassessment of the way roads are used and 

an environment created that favours cycling’



Cycling Objectives
• Regional Development Strategy 2001

– ‘revive the healthy habits of walking and cycling’

– ‘greater priority to encouraging more walking and cycling’

• Regional Transportation Strategy 2002

– ‘a shift in emphasis away from the car towards more sustainable 

modes such as walking, cycling and public transport’

– ‘safe and extensive walking and cycling networks’

• A New Approach 2012

– ‘promote an increased mode shift to public transport, walking 

and cycling’

• Programme for Government 2011-15

– ‘more people using sustainable modes of transport’

– ‘improving health and wellbeing’

– ‘protecting the environment’



‘All the right noises’

BUT

‘Is it feasible?’



How far do we travel?

Less than 1 mile

14%

1 to <2 miles

19%

2 to <5 miles

29%

5 miles or more

37%

Proportion of trips by distance travelled in 

Northern Ireland 2011-2013



Who will make the difference?

Strong and fearless Enthused and confident

Interested but concerned 'No way, no how'



A draft strategy



The Draft Vision

‘to establish a cycling culture in Northern Ireland 

to give people the freedom and confidence to 

travel by bicycle, and where all road users can 

safely share space with mutual respect’
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Three pillar approach

• Build – the need for the right infrastructure

• Support – making cycling convenient and 

accessible

• Promote – providing opportunities and 

encouragement 



Bicycle Networks



Greenway networks



Supporting cycling

• Active school travel programme

• Belfast Bike Share

• Facilitating multi-modal journeys

• Signage and mapping

• Cross-sectoral working



Promotion

• Belfast Bicycle Account – Bike Life

• Cycling conferences

• Events

– Bike Week

– Gran Fondo

• Ongoing promotion

– e.g. social media



Timeframes and targets

• 25-year strategy

• 5 – 10 year delivery plans

• Primary and secondary network plans

• Delivery Plan targets

• A strategy target for modal share?



Next Steps

• Public consultation: August – November 2014

• Consultation report – end of March 2015

• Final Strategy – Summer 2015

• Draft Delivery Plan – Summer 2015

• Draft Belfast Bicycle Network – Autumn 2015

• Early Belfast schemes – March 2016


